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ADHESION AND MECHANICS OF 2D HETEROSTRUCTURES  

METEHAN CALIS 

ABSTRACT 

 The thesis examines the adhesive interaction between graphite layers and 

atomically thin MoS2 crystals. Vertical van der Waals(vdW) heterostructures are 

fabricated by stacking different two-dimensional (2D) materials on top of each 

other. Blister test is used to measure the adhesive interactions between 2D 

heterostructures and their transferred substrates and between the layers 

themselves. This adhesive interaction is important in maintaining the mechanical 

integrity of the device during mechanical loadings and its understanding will help 

pave the way to the design and fabrication of micromechanical device from 2D 

heterostructures. Furthermore, applying controlled strains can be used to alter the 

electrical and optical properties thereby improving efficiency and performance. 

 At first, we grew MoS2 and graphene by CVD and stacked the layers on top 

of each other using a dry transfer method.  The MoS2/graphene heterostructure 

was then transferred onto pre-etched cavities on a silicon wafer. The blister test 

was used for controllably introducing strain into the heterostructure. Atomic Force 

Microscopy was used for measuring the shape of the deformed blister and Raman 

and Photoluminescence(PL) measured the optical response. The strain mismatch 

between the biaxial strain and a PL-converted strain suggests crumpling of the 

graphene layer and a substantial softening of the mechanical response.  Lastly, 

we created graphite holes with photolithography to measure the work of separation 
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between an atomically smooth graphite surface and MoS2. We found this value to 

be at least 320mJ/m2 which is higher than the MoS2/SiOx areas that was previously 

studied. 
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CHAPTER  1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

 Membranes are important elements that are used in a wide variety of fields 

such as physical, and biological systems. For example, they could be used in 

mechanical pressure sensing. Stretched surface of a balloon is great example to 

explain this phenomenon. We observe the surface tension on membrane because 

the pressure difference needs to be balanced. 

 With the discovery of the new materials, researchers have been looking for 

the ways to identifies their mechanical and electrical properties to use these new 

material properties for examining the existing problems as well as finding ways to 

improve the accuracy of the pre-existing problems.  

 Obtaining the graphene out of graphite was the revolutionary step and led 

to start high volume of scientific and technological researches on the two-

dimensional (2D) materials field1. Discovery of the graphene also led to open gates 

to other 2D materials such as transition metal-dichalcogenides (TMDs, e.g., MoS2), 

hexagonal boron-nitride (h-BN), and black phosphorous. 

 Graphene is not the only material that has been using as a 2D electronic 

material. Other than the graphene, there are other 2D materials which are used in 

wide variety of applications in the range from the insulators to metals as well as 

superconductors. 

 For 2D materials, atomic bonding between atoms and molecules is much 

stronger than the forces which hold these sheets out of plane direction.  We can 
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obtain these single sheets by layering van der Waals solids. The 2D materials 

show different phonon and electronic structural properties from their bulk phase. 

Their unique properties stem from the ability of the quantum confinement of 

electrons3 and the absence of interlayer interactions3. 

 Graphene is the one of the important example of exhibiting the vdW forces 

which are used to define the structure and function of 2D materials4. Furthermore, 

adhesive forces have a critical role if we want to model the mechanical behavior 

of atomically thin materials. With the help of these two forces, we could clamp the 

material onto the surface which affect materials ability of folding5, sliding6, and 

peeling7. An understanding of interplay coupling between the materials, such as 

the adhesion energy, is also critical during the fabrication of nano-

electromechanical systems8, flexible electronic devices5, graphene separation 

membranes7, and stacked heterostructures formed out of 2D materials. 

 Blister test and the laminated beam fracture experiments are widely used 

processes to determine the adhesion between the 2D materials.  In some cases, 

breaking or sliding can be observed during the test which cause to us gather poor 

quality data from the experiments. To prevent this, another layer is used as 

supporting layer onto the measured monolayer in order to keep its integrity before 

delamination starts between the 2D material and substrate. Examples of this 

approach have been studied by Bunch’s group9 where graphene is suspended 

over etched microcavities. 
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1.2 Outline 

 We carried out the first experiments about work of separation of MoS2 over 

the graphite cavities. In addition to these experiment, MoS2/graphene 

heterostructural combination is examined to reveal the mechanical behavior of this 

bilayer configuration. Chapters 1-2 consist of the basic concepts and theoretical 

aspect which are employed for the experimental results. The experimental section 

begins in Chapter 3 in which we fabricate MoS2/graphene heterostructure and 

transfer those layers onto pre-etched SiOx microcavities. After introducing 

pressure, we measure photoluminescence and the mechanical response of these 

suspended layers. Chapter 4 contains experimental results of the work of 

separation between atomically thin MoS2 and graphite holes as well as the result 

of CVD-growth single layer of MoS2 mechanical properties. We find that the work 

of separation of MoS2/graphite combination is higher than where MoS2 is located 

on the SiOx. The calculated separation energy is also in a range of separation 

energy of the few layer graphene on the SiOx (0.31±0.03 Jm-2)9 which leads us to 

gain insight of the interaction between 2D materials.  
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1.3 Graphene and Graphite 

 Graphene is a single atomic layer of sp2 -bonded carbon atoms arranged in 

a close-packed honeycomb lattice. Many of graphene’s unique properties can be 

derived from its chemical structure10,11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. a) STM image for graphene b) Chemical structure for carbon atom in 
graphene10,11. (Figure taken from; Elena Stolyarova et al., 2007) 

 
 Graphene is the thinnest material in the world, its Young’s Modulus is 

around 1.0 TPa7 which gives it a robust mechanical characteristic. Graphene is the 

ultimate limit for membrane applications and chemically stable12. It can be wrapped 

up into 0D buckyballs, rolled into 1D nanotubes or stacked into 3D graphite13. The 

weak van der Waals force is the main bond which helps to hold the graphite layers; 

on the other hand, there is a strong covalent bonding in-plane direction. Due to the 

mismatch between in lattice stacks, graphite has the property of super lubricity 

where the frictional force is reduced considerably14. This gives pencils the writing 

ability as well.  

a) b) 
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Figure 1.2. Carbon allotropes. a) Diamond, b) Graphite, c) Lonsdaleite, d-f) 
fullerenes (C60, C540, C70) g) Amorphous carbon, and h) Carbon nanotube. 
(Figure taken from; Wikipedia.com: Allotropes of Carbon.) 
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 Free-standing graphene has high bending rigidity, κ ≃ 1 eV16. Other 

remarkable mechanical properties of the graphene are breaking stress (sint )= 42 

N/m and a breaking strain(eint )= 25% 20.  

 

Figure 1.3. Structure of graphene lattice. Carbon atoms are in blue97. (Figure taken 
from; Hedberg, et al.). 

  

 It was also proved that graphene is impermeable to all standard gases at 

room temperature22. From the theoretical studies, the impermeability of the 

graphene can be explained by graphene’s high crystal quality, low defect density. 

The other factor that also helps graphene to show impermeability is that the 

electron density of graphene’s aromatic rings is large enough that atoms and 

molecules can’t pass through 21. 
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Table 1.1. Properties of pristine graphene (Table taken from; Koenig, S. thesis) 

 

 The initial researches were focused on graphene, because of its unusual 

electronic features. The most outstanding electronic feature of graphene is its 

unique band structure because of its two-dimensional nature. Graphene has a 

peculiar band structure which brings with a zero bandgap semiconductor that 

touches at the corners of the first Brillouin zone15. 

 Graphene has been used in variety of applications since its electronic 

properties. graphene absorbs 2.3% of light so it is nearly transparent, it could be 

used in touch screen and current collectors in solar cells 19. 
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Figure 1.4.  Dispersion relation of graphene.  a) Dirac point of the graphene where 
the six cones of the conduction and the valance bands are touching. There is no 
bandgap in between17.  b) Because of the symmetry, six Dirac points can be 
reduced to two equivalent points K and K’18.  
(Figure taken from; The Nobel Prize in Physics 2010 — Advanced Information, 
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2010/advanced.html) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

1.3.1 Graphene Fabrication 

 There are four primary ways to make graphene. First, the easiest and 

traditional way is mechanical exfoliation. Technique for obtaining single layer of 

Figure 1.5. Graphite layers (Figure taken from: Charlotte McLeod et al., Saint 
Jean Carbon Inc., 2016)  
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graphene out of graphite is also known as the ‘Scotch Tape Method’23. This 

method has been around for centuries which is also known by writing with a pencil.  

By writing, we create many graphene sheets spread over paper. The disadvantage 

of this method is that we can’t control the thickness of the sheets which they vary 

so much. The Scotch tape method was born upon this idea. For this method, we 

place a piece of graphite on Scotch tape, then stick the tape together and peel it 

apart until the tape is covered with a thin layer of graphite. Then one is able to 

produce graphene on the targeted substrate4.  Furthermore, If the correct oxidized 

thickness is used for substrate during process, we will be able to distinguish the 

layer thickness of the graphene flakes under the optical microscope24.  With Scotch 

tape technique, we can have benefit of producing high quality of graphene. One of 

the main drawbacks of this technique is we can only produce for small scale. For 

the case of finding suspended graphene device could take several days or weeks. 

 Dispersing the graphene from the solution is another common graphene 

fabrication technique. Similar to the exfoliation process, in the intercalating, 

process consists of introducing foreign molecules in between in order to separate 

the graphene layers of graphite. This method is remarkable with respect to the fact 

that it uses Bronsted acids to separate the layers25. However, the process is very 

delicate and has to improve on its stability before we will see it being widely used.  

 Another method is that graphene can be created from epitaxial growth26,27. 

After heating up SiC in argon, Si will sublimate. The residue carbon atoms will 

assemble into graphene layers. But one drawback of SiC is the expensive price of 
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the material. 

 The most common used growth method is chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

which we use in experiments.  There are two widely used catalysts, nickel28 and 

copper29.  The graphene growth on copper is a surface-catalyzed process, wherein 

surface decomposition of the precursor leaves carbon atoms that assemble into 

the 2D graphene without carbon intercalation into the metal29. Quality of CVD 

graphene mainly focused on process details like changing C:H ratio30, tuning the 

H2 and hydrocarbon (CH4) gas pressures31, and smoothing the surface of copper 

foil32. Carbon nanotubes and diamond are successfully fabricated with CVD 

method.  
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a) 

c) 

b) 

Figure 1.6. a) Scotch tape method33 (Figure taken from; Noorden et al., 2012) b) 
Optical image of exfoliated graphene flake.35 (Figure taken from; Koeing et al., 2013) 
c) CVD growth method preparation in furnace34. d) Optical image of graphene flake 
exfoliated onto pre-etched micro cavities. 
 

5μm 

d) 
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1.4 Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDC) 

 Transition metal dichalcogenides has the the formula of MX2 (where M is a 

transition metal and X is a chalcogen). TMDCs can be used in various applications 

due to its electronic properties in the range from insulator to semiconductor. Each 

TMDC could show variety of electronic characteristics which stem from 

nonbonding d-bands that comes from the transition metal electrons36.  Therefore, 

with advent of these 2D materials, we would obtain the unprecedented electronic 

features which we never obtained from the conventional materials those were 

previously used.
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Table 1.2. Different TMDCs Growth Using Various Techniques37 (Table taken from; Bhimanapati et al., 2015) 
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 TMDCs have drawn so many researchers’ attention, because we can obtain 

high quality, atomically-thin layers by utilizing exfoliation method38. On the other 

hand, TMDS gives us control over the electrostatic field-affect which arises from 

the lack of surface dangling bonds38. Hence, TMDCs have been becoming more 

popular research area, also we can understand that from looking publication 

numbers which are devoted to class of TMDC in Figure 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.7. Publication trends in 2D materials. (Image taken from; Web of Science) 

 

1.5 MoS2 

 The transition-metal dichalcogenide semiconductor MoS2 has attracted 

great interest because of its prominent electronic, optical properties. 

 MoS2 has an indirect gap at 1.2 eV for its bulk phase and a direct gap at 1.8 

eV for its monolayer phase39. The band structure of MoS2 can also shift in response 

to strain in the material.  Experiments have shown that the optical band gap 

reduces by ∼50 meV/% for uniaxial strain 40 and ∼100 meV/% for biaxial strain41. 
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Figure 1.8. a) PL measurement for a monolayer MoS2 with corresponding to different 
strain41. b) Shifting in peak positions of the A, A’, and B peaks due to change in strain. 
(Image taken from; Lloyd et al., 2016) 

 

 The direct band gap in monolayer MoS2 also makes it a promising material 

for optoelectronic applications. We can’t observe the photoluminescence in the 

bulk structure of MoS2 due to its excitonic absorption. 

  MoS2 is also shown to have good mechanical strength. Its in-plane stiffness 

is ~180 N/m, corresponding to an effective Young’s modulus of 270 GPa. Breaking 

occurs at when the breaking strength is ~15 N/m with an effective strain between 

6 – 11% when measured via nano-indentation experiments43. MoS2 is appropriate 

to use in flexible electronics/optoelectronics applications. 
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Figure 1.9. Band structure of MoS2 calculated by density functional theory for a) Bulk, b) 
Quadlayer, c) Bilayer, and d) Monolayer 42 (Figure taken from; A. Splendiani, L. Sun et al., 
2010) 

 

1.5.1 MoS2 Fabrication 

 The fabrication of 2D MoS2 is similar to graphene in several aspects: two 

main preparation methods are mechanical exfoliation and CVD method. Exfoliation 

method shows parallelism with graphene Scotch tape method. If we want to 

fabricate the single or multiple layer(s) MoS2 from its bulk single crystal, we can 

simply use the Scotch tape method again to produce high quality flakes. The 

percentage of successfully obtaining monolayer is also low as it is observed in 

graphene case and it is limited to small scale. On the other hand, the monolayer 

MoS2 single crystal grown with CVD reaches length scales of up to 100 µm. We 

used CVD-growth MoS2 in all experiments. 
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Figure 1.10. Atomic structure of molybdenum disulfide105 (Figure taken from; B. 
Radisavljevic et al., 2011) 

 

1.6 2D Materials and van der Waals Heterostructures 

 2D materials have much stronger in-plane atomic bonding than the out-of-

plane direction. Using 2D materials in the applications provide us advantage on 

the tuning their electronic properties. The band-gap engineering turns out to be 

remarkable approach that can be implemented by changing the number of layers 

in a given material45. Moreover, 2D materials possess remarkable properties such 

as being exceptionally strong, lightweight, and excellent conductors of heat. 
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Table 1.3. 2D materials family13 (Table taken from; A. K. Geim et al., 2013) 

 

 

 2D materials come along with unique electronic properties which make 

them great candidates for electronic applications. They could be exploited in wide 

variety of scopes from superconductors, metallic materials, semimetals, 

semiconductors to insulators 46. 

 Recently, researchers have been focusing on 2D heterostructures which 

are made by combining different 2D materials by using different methods for 

fabrication. The basic principle is that taking a monolayer and putting it on top of 

another monolayer or few-layer crystal. Strong covalent bonds maintain the in-

plane stability of 2D crystals. On the other hand, even the van der Waals force is 

not as strong as the covalent bonds, it is sufficient to keep the stack together. 

Interest upon 2D heterostructures have been growing day by day because we can 

use the different properties of the different materials on one device which we won’t 
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be able to hold such various features with using only one material. If we would like 

to understand the electronic properties of these heterostructures, we should study 

the interfacial band alignments and interaction between the 2D materials.  

 

Figure 1.11. Fabrication schematic of the vdW heterostructure13 (Figure taken 
from; A. K. Geim et al., 2013) 

  

 For example, using atomic layers of h-BN as a substrate, heterostructure of 

graphene and MoS2 FETs have been demonstrated with over tenfold mobility 

enhancement, with remarkable stability even under harsh conditions48. Another 

application is the MoS2/graphene heterostructure resonators. Exfoliated graphene 

and CVD-growth MoS2 is transferred top of each other (Fig1.12.). The 

heterostructure devices exhibit robust resonances up to ∼100 MHz in the VHF 

band, with a figure-of-merit as high as ƒ0 × Q ≈ 8.7 × 109 Hz49.  
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Figure 1.12. a) Schematic of freestanding vdW heterostructure of MoS2/graphene 
atomic layers. b) Schematic of the nanomechanical resonance interferometry 
measurement system49 (Figure taken from; Fan Ye et al., 2017) 

 

1.7 Raman Spectroscopy 

 Raman spectroscopy is a fast and nondestructive technique that utilizing 

vibrational modes to analysis crystal structure. The basic principle of the Raman 

measurement is that we excite the materials with monochromatic laser that causes 

the vibration in the lattice. Then we try to detect the inelastic scattering which helps 

us to calculate the energy shift. Obtained molecular vibrations information is used 

for sample identification and quantitation. Furthermore, with the information we 

obtain from the Raman can help us to verify the number of layer 50, probe defects 

in the crystal lattice51, determine the amount of strain52, and measure thermal 

conductivity53. Raman spectroscopy provides high resolution, along with structural 

and electronic information of the materials54.  
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Figure 1.13. a) Raman Spectrum of graphite and exfoliated 
graphene50  b) Raman spectrum graphene  without defect (top) and 
with defects (bottom) 51 c) Raman spectrum for different thickness of 
MoS255 d) Raman spectroscopy of graphene it respect to various 
layer thickness.82 ( Figures taken from; Yi Zhang et al., 2013) 

d

) 
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Figure 1.14. a) Graphene and MoS2 Raman scan with various layer thickness49 b) 
GNP Raman scan under unstrained/strained conditions83 (Figures taken from; V. 
Yokaribas et al., 2015) 

 

 In Figure 1.14., it is shown that the strained graphene shows higher 

intensities. In Chapter 3, we have measured the Raman spectroscopy of MoS2 and 

graphene on the suspended area. 

1.8 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 

 The atomic force microscope (AFM) uses a very sharp tip to probe and map 

sample topography. AFM has two operational modes; (i) static modes and (ii) 

dynamic modes. In static modes, the cantilever statically deflects, but the feedback 

loop tries to maintain its previously determined value of deflection during scanning. 

In the dynamic modes, the cantilever oscillates at a desired frequency, and for this 
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time the feedback loop tries to maintain previously determined amplitude of 

oscillation. In static modes, cantilever physically gets contact with the surface 

during the examination. The most widely used dynamic mode is the intermittent 

contact mode, also called the tapping mode. By using the tapping mode, we try to 

avoid possible damage to sample during scanning. In our measurements we used 

tapping modes. 

1.9 Conclusion 

 Some fundamental concepts were introduced in this chapter to pave the 

way for following chapters. In this chapter, it is started with brief introduction of the 

graphene and graphite, then followed by MoS2 and other 2D materials as well as 

heterostructural blocks. In addition to those, we briefly mentioned Raman 

spectroscopy and AFM which were utilized during the experiment to obtain data. 

In the next chapter, we will examine the theoretical approaches to define 

mechanical properties of our devices. 
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CHAPTER 2. NANOMECHANICS 

2.1 Mechanical Properties of Materials 

 Hooke’s law is the fundamental approach to define the mechanical 

properties of the engineering materials. It can be thought as the analogue of the 

Ohm’s Law. The formula can be written for the material which the force is acting 

at one direction: 

     " =
$

%
     (2.1) 

where the σ is stress, F is applied force, and A is area. 

 If we apply a uniaxial compressive or tensile stress to the material, the 

relation can be expressed as: 

     "& 	= 	(	)&      (2.2) 

 where ε is strain, and E is the Young’s modulus. This claims the material as 

an isotropic which means that there is no specific crystal orientation. 

 If we apply shear loading to the material, we can write an equation as: 

      * = +	,     (2.3) 

 where τ and γ are the shear stress and strain, respectively. G is named as 

the shearing modulus of elasticity.  

 If the material is caused the strain in one direction it would contract in the 

perpendicular direction to the applied strain. The ratio of the strains in these 2 

directions is defined as Poisson’s ratio: 
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     - ≡ −	
01
02
	     (2.4) 

 For example, the cork of a wine bottle has ν ~ 0, rubber has ν ~ 0.5. Some 

materials in a class of exotic materials have ν < 0 

 In this thesis, we focus on the membranes, which are identified as a special 

kind of shell incapable of conveying shear loads. In other words, bending can be 

ignored in membranes56. 

 To understand the mechanics in membranes, we can consider a part of a 

spherical shell of radius R and thickness t, under a uniform pressure of P. The 

compressive direct stress is: 

     "	 = −
3	4

5	6
	     (2.5) 

The shell bending moment is 

     7	 = −
3	68

59
	    (2.6) 

So, the bending stress is given by 

     σ; 	= −
<	

9
     (2.7) 

The ratio between the direct stress to the bending stress  

     
=		

=>
=

54		

6
     (2.8) 

 From this result, in 2D membranes, t is the atomic thickness with a few 

angstroms and R is in micron size, leading to the ratio between 103 and 104. Hence, 

as we mentioned before bending stress is negligible in the 2D membranes. 
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 For the biaxial strain, the x and z component of strain are equivalent: εx = εz 

= ε which means that pressure difference, as in the spherical balloon example, 

creates equal strains to both directions. 

2.2 Blister Test 

 Measuring interfacial adhesion between layers is important in terms of 

scientific and commercial applications99. There are several conventional 

techniques which are used to find out the adhesion energy between the dissimilar 

interfaces such as the pull-in, double cantilever, and peeling tests100.  The peeling 

test is the widely used method to measure adhesion energy of the films. Plastic 

deformation at fixtures and high bending angles are the main drawbacks of this 

method101. Blister test has been used to overcome all of these disadvantages102. 

The first studies were done by Dannenberg (1961), where, he used pressurized 

mercury to cause delamination from the surface. On the other hand, Dannenberg 

preferred a groove shaped crack (rather than circular pattern) to measure the 

separation energy between the polyurethane elastomer and rigid flat substrate103. 

However, the biggest challenge of this method is when the blister starts to 

delaminate, the transition happens so quickly that it causes the membrane to 

collapse before performing the measurements on it. Williams and his co-workers 

(1969) developed a new approach to the blister test which is used today.  This 

newly developed approach involves increasing the pressure until layer starts to 

show delamination104. Williams employed the Hencky’s model of elastically 

deformed membranes (1915). Further studies were done by Hinkley (1983), and 
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Briscoe and Panesar (1991) were the pioneer researchers on developing the 

blister test. Wan and Mai (1995) suggested a change to the blister test that makes 

it more stable. Instead of increasing the pressure constantly up to critical point, 

they utilized the isothermal expansion of a fixed number of gas molecules inside 

the sealed microcavity. 

 In this thesis, we used the blister test to determine the mechanical 

properties of our membranes such as the elastic constant. This is also known as 

the bulge test if we only measure the mechanical properties of the thin films. 

Furthermore, after delamination occurs, the blister test can be used to determine 

the adhesion energy between the layer and substrate. In following sections, we will 

focus on the relevant theoretical approach to the blister test method. 

2.3 Membrane Dynamics and Theory 

 2.3.1 Hencky’s Membrane Solution 

 Von Karman equations give us series of solutions69. From these equations, 

we would end up with relations that are related to maximum deflection, pressure 

difference across the membrane, and the radius of the membrane. One of the 

assumption was made by Hencky is uniform lateral loading affects over the 

membrane. Governing equations for radial and lateral equilibrium are, 

     "? = 	
@

@A
(C	"A)     (2.9) 

     "A
@E

@A
= 	−

F	A

5	G
     (2.10) 
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where σθ and σr are the circumferential and radial stresses, respectively, w is the 

thickness, r is the radial coordinate, and p is the uniform pressure load. The stress-

strain relations are70 

     "? − 	H"A = (	I	)?   (2.11) 

     "A − 	H"? = (	I	)A     (2.12) 

where E elasticity modulus, εθ and εr are circumferential and radial strains, 

respectively.  

 The strain-displacement relationships are 

      )? =
J

A
    (2.13) 

     )A =
@J

@A
+	

L

5
(
@G

@A
)5   (2.14) 

where the u is radial displacement. The boundary conditions at the clamped edges 

      M(N) = 0    (2.15) 

      P(N) = 0    (2.16) 

where a is the radius of the circular region of the membrane being pressurized. 

Combining equations (2.9) through (2.16) the resulting equations are 

   A

Q	G

@

@A
R
@

@A
(C"A) + "AS +

L

5
T
@E

@A
U
5
= 0  (2.17) 

    "A T
@E

@A
U = 	−

L

5
	V	C	    (2.18) 

Substituting equation (2.18) into equation (2.17) gives 
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   =W
8
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@
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(C"A) + "AS +

L

X
V5C = 0  (2.19) 

Then, Hencky gave a series solution to this equation as 

   "A = (
Q	F8Y8

Z9	G8 )
[
\ ∑ ^5_(

A

Y
)5_`

_ab    (2.20) 

with B2= -1/B0
2, B4= -2/3 B0

5, B6= -13/18 B0
8, B8= -17/18 B0

11, B10= -37/27 B0
14, and 

so on. B0 is a function of the Poisson ratio, ν. We would obtain circumferential 

stress and the deflection profile, respectively 

  "? = (
Q	F8Y8

Z9	G8 )
[
\ ∑ (2d + 1)^5_(

A

Y
)5_`

_ab    (2.21) 

  M(C) = (
	FYf

QG
)
[
\ ∑ g5_[1 − T

A

Y
U
5_i5

]`
_ab    (2.22) 

with A0= 1/B0, A2= 1 / 2 B0
4, A4= 5 / 9 B0

7, A6= 55 / 72 B0
10, and so on.  Furthermore, 

we can get the expression for the maximum deflection, δ, for the membrane at r=0, 

δ=z (0);    

       k = (
	FYf

QG
)
[
\ ∑ g5_

`
_ab     (2.23) 

We can manipulate (2.23) to get the pressure difference as a function of the 

Young’s modulus, radius and maximum deflection of membrane as by the help of 

following formulas;  

    l(H) = ∑ (1/	g5_)
n`

_ab    (2.24) 

    oV = l(H)((5pk
n)/N9   (2.25) 
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By integrating z(r) over the microcavity area using equation (2.22), we can find the 

volume under the blister as;  

   qr = ∫ M(C)	2	t	C	uC = v(H)tN5 k  (2.26) 

The constants K(v) can be found by solving for B0 by satisfying the boundary 

condition u(a)=0,  

    
@

@A
(C	"A) − w"A|AaY = 0   (2.27) 

Or 

															(1 − H)^b + (3 − H)^5 + (5 − H) 9̂	(7 − H)^Z +	… = 0 (2.28) 

After that, we can find out the C(v) by using equations (2.22), (2.23), (2.26) which 

lead us to 

 v(H) = 1 − 	2 ∗ (l(H))L/n ∗
[∫ A∗	(∑ %8~T

W
�
U
8~Ä8

)	@A]Å
~ÇÉ

W
É

Y8
 (2.29) 

2.3.2 Biaxial Strain 

 We will utilize the equations (2.9) (2.12) (2.20) (2.25) to find biaxial strain. 

To solve these equations, we should define the boundary conditions first. At r=0 

σθ= σr and εθ= εr. These conditions lead us to  

    "A(0) − w"?(0) = (	I	)A(0)  (2.30) 

    )A(0) = 	"A(0)	
(LÑÖ)

Q	G
    (2.31) 

From equation (2.25), if we plug in r=0, we would end up with 
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    "A(0) =
L

9

(LÑÖ)

Q	G
	^b	Ü

8
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where  Ü = 	
áF	Y

Q	G
 . Finally, if we plug in q and equation (2.25) back to (2.31), we 

will have 

    )r = (
à

Y
)5

(LÑÖ)âÉ	ä(Ö)
8/\

9
											  (2.33) 

  

 2.3.3 Thermodynamic Model of the Blister Test 

 We determine the work of separation Γsep by using the values for P0, δ and 

a. In our model the behavior of the blister is considered under three stages. First, 

the system is at equilibrium with the membrane flat and stress free and the 

pressure inside and outside the cavity equal to P0. After placing the device into 

pressure chamber, gas leaks into cavity. The gas inside the cavity is assumed to 

isothermally expand to it final equilibrium pressure Pint. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the microcavity sealed with 2D membrane a) the initial 
configuration, charged with pressure Po in the pressure chamber. b) No 
delamination after taking out of from the pressure chamber c) Delamination 
occurred from the substrate after taking out of from the pressure chamber.71 
(Figure taken from Boddeti, N. G et al., 2013) 
 

 We consider to determine equilibrium configuration of the deformed 

membrane by seeking minima in the system free energy, F.  The free energy of 

the system can be expressed as; 

   ã = ãåçå + ãéYè + ã	ç&6 + ã	Y@ê   (2.34) 

 Fmem originates from membrane deformation which the deformation on the 

membrane creates strain energy while balancing the pressure difference. For a 

fixed a, we can compute Fmem assuming quasi-static expansion of the gas using 

equations (2.23) and (2.26)  

   ãåçå = ∫∫ëí 	uìí	ugåçå =
áF	î>
9

  (2.35) 
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where Ni is the membrane force resultant, ϵi is the associated strain and dAmem is 

an infinitesimal element of membrane cross sectional area. 

 Fgas is the free energy change related to isothermal expansion of the fixed 

N gas molecules in the microcavity. Since over the time scale of the subsequent 

measurements, diffusion of the gas through the SiOx is insignificant and so number 

of molecules inside the cavity can be considered fixed. We compute the free 

energy in the gas by (V0= Initial volume of the device). 

  ãïNñ = −∫ó	uq = −óòqò	ôd R
îöiî>
îö

S   (2.36) 

 Fext is the free energy change of the external environment that is held at a 

constant pressure Pext. As blister expands by Vb, the volume of the surroundings 

decreases by an equal amount. Assuming the surroundings are maintained at the 

constant pressure, the free energy changes,  

   ãõúù = ∫Vç&6uq = Vç&6	qr   (2.37) 

 Fadh is the adhesion energy between the membrane and substrate surface. 

For a constant value of adhesion energy per unit area Γ, so Fadh is (a0: Device 

radius), 

   ãNuℎ = ∫ Γ	ug = 	Γ	π(a5 − ab
5)   (2.38) 

 The constitutive equation (2.23) and along with the ideal gas equation 

PoV0=Pint(V0+Vb), we can use these formulas to express the free energy equation 

as,  
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 	ã(N) = 	
(3í_6Ñ3ç&6)	î>

9
+ 	Γ	π(a5 − ab

5) − óöqö ln R
îöi	î>
îö

S + Vç&6	qr (2.39) 

 The first two terms represent the strain energy of membrane and separation 

energy between substrate and membrane respectively, and last two terms are 

related with isothermal expansion of the gas. 

 When the device is taken out from the pressure chamber, the blister 

expands until the free energy of the structure, F, reaches a local minimum. So, we 

minimize the free energy by taking derivative with respect to radius, a, and make 

it equal to zero, dF/da =0. This leads us to have the expression for the work of 

separation as; 

   
@$(Y)
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@Y
+ 2ΓtN = 0 (2.40) 

Then using the ideal gas equation, we can obtain 	

   Γ§•¶ 	= 	−
ß®

9
T

óòqò

îöiî>(à,Y)
− VõúùUk  (2.41) 

 We can find Γsep of each device using the charging pressure, Po, deflection, 

δ, and radius, a, of the blister through AFM measurements. We can also substitute 

the pressure term in equation (2.41) with Hencky’s result in equation (2.23), we 

can get 

    ™ñõV = 	
ß

9
vl(5p T

à

Y
U
9

   (2.42) 

which is true for all devices that start to delaminate. From equation (2.42), we can 

determine the Γsep only using δ and a where we don’t need to know Po 
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2.4 Conclusion  

 This chapter reviewed theoretical part which was used to compare relevant 

experimental results in which we will discuss Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this 

thesis. In the next chapter, we will present the experimental work of the 

MoS2/graphene heterostructure.  
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CHAPTER 3. STRAIN ENGINEERING: MOS2- GRAPHENE 

HETEROSTRUCTURE 

3.1 Introduction 

 Heterostructures play significant roles in modern semiconductor devices 

and micro/nanosystems in electronics, optoelectronics, and transducers49. A basic 

working principle of heterostructures is to use ‘bandgap engineering’ for 

manipulating carriers, for example, electrons and photons at interfaces, by 

leveraging the offsets in the bandgaps of different constitutive materials23. 

 For experiment, we picked MoS2/graphene structure which mediated to our 

ultimate goal of observing work of separation between MoS2 and graphite.    

 Strain engineering is the important method which find general usage in 

semiconductor manufacturing. We utilize this method to improve efficiency and 

performance of the silicon transistors or quantum well laser72. Monolayer MoS2, 

2D atomic crystal, has been shown in both theory73 and experiment74 to be an ideal 

candidate for strain engineering. By tracking the A peak shift, we can predict the 

strain on MoS2. Therefore, MoS2 strain sensors are as sensitive as its silicon 

counterparts75. On the other hand, graphene has extremely high carrier mobility 

and zero bandgap76. Moreover, mechanically, graphene is extremely strong.  

 Materials in vdW heterostructures maintain their individual electronic 

properties due to the weak interactions between the layers. With the experiment, 

we would like to examine the interaction between MoS2/graphene layers.  
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3.2 Device Fabrication 

 The devices are fabricated as follows. First, we started with CVD growing 

MoS2 layers. To clean the SiOx substrate before placing into furnace, we rinsed it 

with acetone, isopropanol and deionized water, then we kept the substrate under 

ultraviolet exposure for 5 minutes. A powder source of MoS2 was placed in the 

center of a furnace, and SiOx substrate, which consist of 90nm thick oxidized layer, 

was placed in a cooler region downstream after cleaning process implementation. 

The furnace was pumped down to 10mTorr to remove any contaminating gases. 

Then we flew 60sccm Ar as a carrier gas, 0.065sccm O2 and 1sccm H2 gas. The 

furnace was heated up to 900°C and held at that temperature for 15 minutes after 

which it was left to cool naturally to room temperature.  The process depends on 

the sublimation of MoS2 at the hottest part of the furnace which is carried 

downstream and condenses on the substrate in a cooler region. 

 For the graphene growth, 25µm thick copper foils were used. Copper foils 

were from Alfa Aesar and didn’t have any coating on the surface. Foils were rinsed 

with acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water as it was done in MoS2 growth. 

Then, copper foils were placed middle of the furnace. The furnace was pumped 

down to low pressure around 76mTorr and we sent the 14sccm CH4 as a carbon 

resource, and 7sccm H2.  Yield and quality of CVD graphene are directly related 

with C:H ratio77 and smoothing the surface of copper foil78. H2 was kept flowing all 

the process but CH4 was only turned on during the growth stage which is 15 
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minutes.  The furnace was heated to 1000°C and after growing period it was left 

to cool naturally to room temperature.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The etched holes were prepared before we started to transfer process. SiOx 

wafer was covered with S1818 photoresist solution and exposed to UV for 17.5 

a) 

Figure 3.1. a) Schematic figure of the time elapse during CVD graphene growth. 
Zone1: heat ramping stage. Only H2 is allowed to flow and heated up to 1000oC. 
Zone2: Pre-annealing area. Zone3: Growth period which we start to send CH4. 
Zone4: Cooling stage. b) Schematic figure of the time elapse during CVD MoS2 
growth. Zone1: Heat ramping stage. H2, O2, Ar are sent this stage. Zone2: Growth 
stage. Zone3: Cooling stage 

 

b) 
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seconds under the mask which the mask has 5μm holes that were imprinted on it. 

Right after this process, Reactive Ion Etching(RIE) was applied under oxygen, 

sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) and tetrafluoromethane (CF4) medium to etch through the 

Si and SiOx. Typically, we obtained ∼5μm diameter and ∼800-950 nm depth holes. 

For removing photoresist completely, we put the wafers into ‘Remover 1165’   for 

over 12 hours at 105°C and then oxygen plasma was applied respectively. 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 
Figure 3.2. Schematic of SiOx holes preparation 

SiOx is covered with 
photoresist 

O2 Plasma Exposure 
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 After successfully finishing the 2D materials growths, MoS2 layer was 

covered with Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) for transferring onto pre-etched 

cavities. Following to this process, thermorelease frame was put on to PMMA 

surface, then placed into deionized(DI) water for peeling off the MoS2. Before 

annealing off the PMMA layer at 340°C, the devices were left in a vacuum 

desiccator for > 2 days to allow any gas trapped in the microcavities to leak out.    

 For graphene, before we covered it with PMMA, one side of the copper foil 

was exposed to oxygen plasma for 5 minutes to remove graphene growth at that 

one side. After completing PMMA coverage process, as it performed in MoS2 

transfer, thermorelease frame was put onto PMMA-covered side and then copper 

underneath was etched thoroughly. The concentration of the etchant was DI 

water/Etchant= 5/1. Graphene-PMMA layer was transferred to annealed MoS2 

which was taken from the desiccator after 2 days. Then another annealing process 

was run at the same conditions. The schematic of the fabrication process is 

depicted below. 
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a)MoS2 Growth 
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(Optical Image of MoS2 

Flakes) 

Thermorelease Tape 
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b) Graphene Growth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

O2 Plasma Exposure 

 

20μm 

O2 Plasma Exposure 
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Figure 3.3. Schematic of 2D Heterostructure Preparation 

 

25 μm 

Thermorelease Tape 
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3.3 Device Characterization – AFM and Raman 

 A tapping mode AFM was used to measure the diameter and depth of the 

etched wells before we transfer anything on to it.  All AFM scans were taken using 

Dimension 3100 operating in ambient conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Before we start to fabricate heterostructure, we checked the Raman 

spectroscopy and Photoluminescence(PL) of our 2D materials individually to be 

sure about their growth quality. For this purpose, we used a Renishaw InVia 

Raman microscope, laser with a wavelength of 532nm that was focused on the 

material via 100x objective. Each measurement was performed within 40 seconds 

and 28.3μW power was used. The grating was picked as 1200 I/mm.  

40 μm 

 

25 μm 

 

25 μm 

 

25 μm 

Figure 3.4. ~5μm etched holes on SiOx 
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50μm 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  
Also we obtained the graphene Raman spectroscopy in addition to this 

study to be sure that we obtained monolayer graphene from CVD method. 
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c) Figure 3.5. a) PL measurement of CVD growth MoS2 b) Raman spectroscopy of 
CVD-growth MoS2 c) Microscope image of MoS2 on the wells d) Zoomed image of 
MoS2 wells (Inset: Schematic image of MoS2 on the wells after taking out from 
desiccator.) 
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 After fabricating the heterostructure, we measured the Raman 

spectroscopy of device to be sure about presence of the both layers over the holes. 

Furthermore, we ran Raman during experiment because it is possible that the 

device could get broken when we introduce higher pressure and we wanted to 

track the peaks shifts as well.  

 In Figure 3.7., we were able to see the corresponding peaks of the graphene 

and MoS2. Intensity of the signals were increased for the graphene peaks due to 

presence of the doping which stemmed from strain residues during transfer and 

the MoS2 straining81,82,83, as well as CVD growth graphene naturally have higher 

intensities than pristine graphene which are obtained by exfoliation method.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. a) Raman spectroscopy of CVD growth graphene  
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Figure 3.7. a) Raman Spectroscopy of heterostructure. b) Zoomed in area 
of MoS2 peaks  
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Figure 3.8. a) AFM image of suspended heterostructure before pressurizing b) 
AFM image of the bulged up devices c) 3D image of the one of the devices d) 
Obtaining the cross-section for each device to find out maximum deflection. 
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3.4 Data Analysis 

3.4.1 Strain Analysis 

 The devices were placed into a pressure chamber and pressure was set to 

the P0. We let the device stay in the chamber more than one and half day because 

we wanted gas to leak into the cavities through the SiOx substrate. After one and 

half day, the internal pressure, Pint, and Po became equal (Pint = P0). This process 

is illustrated in Figure 3.9. We used Ar for charging gas because Ar leaks out so 

slow which is the biggest advantage for us because we would have enough time 

to finish measurements, and within these times the change in the deflection is so 

small that was in the allowable range for our calculation. When the devices were 

taken out from the pressure chamber the Pint was greater than the external 

pressure (Pext = 1 atm), and this pressure difference (Δp=Pint − Pext > 0) forced the 

membrane to bulge up. For each charging pressure, P0, we measured the 

deflection, δ, and radius, a, of the blister using an AFM and took Raman 

measurements, respectively. Then, device was placed back pressure chamber to 

set higher charging pressure.  
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Figure 3.9. Diagram of Blister Test Process of MoS2/graphene Heterostructure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
   
 After determining the deflection and radius values for each charging 

pressure with help of the AFM, we were able to calculate the biaxial strain by using 

the formula 

    )r = (
à

Y
)5

(LÑÖ)âÉ	ä(Ö)
8/\

9
												  (3.1) 

the Poisson’s ratio was taken 0.29 41.  Equation (3.1) was discussed in Chapter 2, 

so constants were found as K(v=0.29) = 3.54 and B0 = 1.72 

 Along with the AFM scanning, we also took the PL spectrum for each 

charging pressure. As it mentioned at the chapter 1, the band gap of the MoS2 

changes ∼100 meV/% for biaxial strain41. Therefore, we calculated the strain by 

converting the PL peak positions. Since we know the biaxial strain for each 

charging pressure, we associated these values with the PL positions of the 

corresponding pressure charging, and they were plotted in fig 3.10.   

It takes ~ >1.5days 
for Pint ≈ Po 

Taking out 
from 

chamber 
Pint >Patm   
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Figure 3.10. Comparison between the biaxial strain and PL converted strain. 

 

 One easy comment on the Figure 3.10 can be said that there is mismatch 

between the strains. We were expecting to observe that biaxial strain values would 

have been in the range of the PL strain but biaxial strain turned out to be higher 

due to the crumpling on the graphene membrane84. 

 In Figure 3.11. and Figure 3.12. we plotted the two examined devices’ 

Raman spectroscopy and PL measurement. For the further analysis, we compared 

their E1
2g, A1g, 2D, and G peak shifts. Strain change affects the graphene’s 2D 

peaks more than G peak84. It is also observable at Figure 3.13a-b, 2D peak and G 

peak of the graphene for sample 1 shifted more drastically than the sample 2 

because sample 1 had good conformity between its layers.  Since we fitted our 

data to linear line, we wanted to find the ‘Gruneisen’ parameter of the graphene in 
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the heterostructure. We used the formula95;  

     
áG´;8≠
G´;8≠
É = 	−2	,Æ;5pØ    (3.2) 

where ΔwG;2D is change rate of the either peaks, and γ G;2D
ε is the Gruneisen 

parameter. If we use this formula to calculate the corresponding Gruneisen 

parameter for our case, we would have the values for both G and 2D parameters 

that are off by the magnitude of 0.002 from the previous study95. We observed the 

deviation because of the crumpling on graphene. 

 

Table 3.1. Gruneisen Parameter Calculation 

Method ϒG ϒ2D 

Blister95 1.8 2.4 

From Measured Data 3.58 *10-3 4.69*10-3 

Ratio (Exp/Blister) 0.002 0.002 
 

 Furthermore, for sample 2, there was sliding occurrence between the layers 

of graphene and MoS2. We can understand this phenomenon by again tracking 

the corresponding graphene Raman peak shifts related to strain change which was 

caused by pressure difference96. On the other hand, if we follow the MoS2 Raman 

peaks we can conclude that peaks stayed roughly where they started due to biaxial 

strain41. As it is seen at the Figure 3.11a and 3.12a, the band gap changed 

accordingly to change in strain. PL intensities didn’t show consistent decrease 

because each measurement had been performed in different time so this has direct 
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effect on the intensities. However, we needed to keep track on the peaks’ positions 

which were in agreement with previous study41. 
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a) b) 

c) 

Figure 3.11. All these plots were depicted for Sample 1 a) PL 
measurement of heterostructure. (normalized with Si peak) b) Raman 
spectroscopy. (normalized with Si peak) c) Raman peaks of MoS2. 
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Figure 3.12. All these plots were depicted for Sample 2 a) PL 
measurement of heterostructure. b) Raman spectroscopy. 
(normalized with Si peak) c) Raman peaks of MoS2.  
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a) b) 

c) d) 

e) 

Figure 3.13. a) 2D peak shift comparison (Dashed line is linear fit for Sample 1) 
b) G peak shift comparison (Dashed line is linear fit for Sample 1) c) E1

2g 
comparison d) A1g comparison e) PL shift comparison  
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 Moreover, we fabricated 2 more devices in addition to Sample 1 and 

Sample 2 but they didn’t withstand the higher pressure difference. However, we 

include their PL data to plot PL shift change in low strain area. In Figure 3.14., it 

can be easily seen, there are PL shift jumps occurrence at the lower strain. We 

attributed this phenomenon that due to conformity between the MoS2/graphene 

layer, MoS2 gets the shape of the crumpling graphene so during the pressure 

increase, layer becomes flat and this flatness causes shift jumps in the PL 

spectroscopy. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 Even when there is no pressure difference across the membrane there is 

usually a residual pre-strain observed in suspended devices, due either to the 

transfer procedure or the membrane sticking to the sidewalls of the cavity22. PL 

spectroscopy can be used to estimate the pre-tension in our membranes. 

Figure 3.14. PL shifts at low strain area (S1: Sample1 etc.) 
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 Obtaining PL measurement of our device at zero pressure difference and 

computing corresponding strain value, we can convert this to a pre-tension value 

by using the formula 

     "b = 	
Q8≠0É
LÑÖ

    (3.3) 

 Our devices had a pre-strain of ε0 ∼0.002 and corresponding stress is ∼0.37 

N/m. In the Camplbell’s85 study, it was shown that we can utilize the non-

dimensional parameter which is given below.  

     ó = 	
∞F	Y	Q8≠

[/8	

=±
\/8     (3.4) 

 If the P>100, Hencky’s formula in equation (2.25) is correct to within 5%. P 

= 100 when ∆p = 350kPa. Since nearly all of our data was taken with ∆p > 350kPa. 

Hence, we can neglect the effect of the pre-tension.  

 

 3.4.2 Work of Separation – Graphene/MoS2 on SiOx 

 As it can be seen in Figure 3.15., increase in P0 causes δ to increase. 

Initially, membrane remains pinned at the radius of the microcavity, a0. After a 

critical pressure is reached; it is supposed to start delamination because the 

pressure difference across the membrane exceeds therefore adhesion force can’t 

keep the membrane clamped to the surface. In our experiment we only observed 

this for just one device. First, by using the values of δ, and a we will determine E2D 

for both devices, and we will use E2D while calculating the work of separation. We 
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used the equation (2.25) and plotted it against the pressure difference between 

pressure inside the cavity and atmospheric pressure. The inverse of the slope gave 

us the E2D (Figure 3.16.).  The average value of the E2D was found as 115 N/m.  In 

addition to that, we calculated the theoretical Young’s modulus of the 

heterostructure by using following formulas49 

    thetero= tGr+0.65nm     (3.5) 

   EHetero * thetero = EGr* tGr+ EMoS2*tMoS2   (3.6) 

where tGr was taken 0.355 nm94, and 0,65 is MoS2 thickness49. Combining equation 

(3.5) and equation (3.6), the Young’s modulus of the heterostructure is given by; 

  EHetero = EGr-( EGr- EMoS2)*(0.65 nm/ tGr+0.65nm) (3.7)  

For this calculation we used EGr = 340 N/m 98 and EMoS2 =160 N/m106.  
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Figure 3.15. a) Deflection of Sample 1 at varying ∆p. No delamination is 
observed b) Deflection of Sample 2 at varying ∆p. Delamination is 
observed. 
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 Due to wrinkles on the graphene, it caused to lose its stiffness 84. By looking 

Fig. 3.16b, we conclude that crumpling causes so much softening on the material. 

a) 

 

a) 

 

a) 

 

a) 

b) 

 

b) 

 

b) 

 

b) 

Figure 3.16. a) Plot for heterostructure devices used to determine E2D (data 
fitted linearly (dashed lines)) b) Theoretical and experimental E2D calculations 
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 Finally, we used the calculated Young’s modulus for each device to 

measure the work of separation. We used the formula which was deduced 

previously; 

     ™ñõV = 	
ß

9
vl(5p T

à

Y
U
9

  (3.8) 

 The mean value of separation energy of these two device was found as 

Γsep≥201 mJ/m2. The delaminated device fit into the range of that was found by 

Lloyd et al.106 MoS2 on the SiOx. However, the device which showed no 

delamination has higher work of separation. The possible explanation for that 

during the transfer of MoS2 on to surface, some hydrocarbons might trap between 

the substrate and layer that affected the separation energy 86. 
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b) Figure 3.17. a) Work of separation of heterostructures. b) Delaminated device 
(red circle) 
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3.5 Conclusion 

 In conclusion, we fabricated two bilayer heterostructure devices which 

consist of monolayer graphene and MoS2. We placed them into pressure chamber 

to create pressure difference between the cavity and atmosphere to cause them 

to bulge up. By means of the AFM, we were able to measure deflection and radius 

of the membranes. Along with the AFM measurement, we ran the Raman 

spectroscopy at the center of the bubbles which had the highest deflection. First, 

we calculated the strain by using geometrical inputs which we obtained from AFM 

and by using PL shifts of the MoS2. We observed that there is a mismatch between 

the biaxial and PL strain values. We attributed that to graphene crumpling, as a 

consequence of crumpling, we observed softening at the stiffness. Second, we 

took the AFM data and used for determining separation energy calculation. The 

device which showed delamination had separation energy is closer to values of 

previous studies. On the other hand, non-delaminated showed higher separation 

energy is greater or equal to 0.26Jm-2. Further experiments are needed in order to 

verify our results more precisely. 
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CHAPTER 4. MoS2 ON THE GRAPHITE HOLES 

4.1 Introduction 

 Two-dimensional (2D) materials are promising nanomechanical structures2. 

Understanding the interaction between the heterostructure is important which 

opens unprecedented possibilities for various technological applications. The 

heterostructural formed semiconductors constitute a majority portion of the modern 

semiconductor industry87. We can vertically stack 2D layers by mechanically 

transferring them top of each other which is a fast and convenient way of 

fabricating heterostructures.  

 Graphene has already produced a vast number of offspring across many 

classes of materials. Graphene seems a suitable material to combine with 

alternative vdW solids due to its lack of dangling bonds, chemical inertness, and 

the ability to remain intact under high stress. 

 Furthermore, monolayer MoS2 shows great mechanical properties88 along 

with being piezoelectric89, and has a direct band gap which is highly sensitive to 

strain changes90. 

 A good understanding of adhesion between the materials therefore draws 

researchers’ attention to create effective and precise applications. Because, the 

performance of the devices is directly related to adhesive and tensile forces 

involving the material growth quality.  Adhesive force is important parameter for 

determining the maximum strain of 2D materials can withstand, besides we should 

take into consideration if we would like to design stretchable electronic devices91 
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and pressure sensors91. Since we know from the scotch tape method that we are 

able to create smooth graphite surfaces. Therefore, we etch the holes through the 

exfoliated graphite flakes and transfer the single MoS2 layer over the holes to study 

work of separation between the MoS2 and graphite. 

4.2 Device Fabrication 

 MoS2 was prepared and transferred onto wells as the same way where it is 

described in chapter 3. Only difference was occurred the preparation of the target 

substrate which specifically for this experiment is graphite holes. First, we rinsed 

the SiOx substrate with acetone, isopropanol, and DI water. Then the graphite 

flakes were placed onto substrate by Scotch tape method. Following this, we 

covered surface with S1818 photoresist solution and exposed it to UV for 17.5sec.  

Right after this process, Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) was applied under oxygen, and 

tetrafluoromethane (CF4) medium to etch through the graphite and SiOx. Typically, 

we obtained ∼5 μm diameter and ∼450-650nm depth for graphite + SiOx holes. To 

be sure about removing photoresist completely, we put the wafer into acetone for 

over 12 hours at 55oC. One of our aims was also to control the whether any 

treatment on the surface makes a difference on the separation energy. For this 

purpose, the surface was exposed with the oxygen and the argon, then the MoS2 

was transferred over the wells. By using this fabrication method, we made 6 

separate devices. Before annealing the PMMA after MoS2 transfer, we put the 

devices into a desiccator for >2 days for making sure any gas trapped inside could 

leak out.  After this process, devices were placed into the pressure chamber to 
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create pressure difference which caused deflection on the membrane.  

Graphite hole preparation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Preparation of Graphite hole and MoS2 transfer process 

Putting into pressure chamber 
and taking out after ~>1.5 days 

Ar/ O2 Plasma Exposure 

30 μm 

Thermorelease Tape 
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4.3 Device Characterization – AFM and Raman Spectroscopy 

 Again tapping mode AFM was used to measure the diameter and depth of 

the etched wells before starting transfer process.  All AFM scans were taken using 

Dimension 3100 operating in ambient conditions using silicon cantilevers.  

  We used the MoS2 from the same batch which was growth previously, 

therefore it had the same Raman and PL properties. Before we start to transfer the 

MoS2 on to the wells, optical microscope was used to control the any photoresist 

residues remain at the surfaces.  
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Figure 4.2. a) 3D image of the MoS2 on the graphite holes. b) AFM image of the 
MoS2 on the graphite hole. c)Optical microscope image of the MoS2 on the SiOx 
areas shows delamination (red arrow shows the delaminated area, black circle 
indicates the measured area.) d) Optical microscope image of another device we 
fabricated and measured (black circle indicates the measured area.) 
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4.4 Work of Separation – MoS2 on Graphite Holes 

 Before placing our 6 devices into pressure chamber, we took the PL 

measurement of the MoS2 to confirm that pre-strain and corresponding stress are 

in the limit which they don’t affect the results. To determine that, we used the same 

approach what we discussed for the vdW heterostructure in previous chapter. 

According to this approach, we took most of our data above the 400kPa.  

 The devices were placed into a pressure chamber filled with Ar of pressure 

P0. We kept them in the pressure chamber more than one and half day to reach 

equilibrium. For every cycle of the increasing the pressure, we did the same thing. 

When the devices were taken out of the chamber, the difference between the 

inside the cavity and atmospheric pressure caused deflection on the membrane. 

Every cycle of the process, we measured the deflection, δ, and radius of the blister 

with AFM. We used Hencky’s model to described the deformation of the 

membrane. In Figure 4.3., we plotted the AFM result and Hencky’s solution. It is 

clear that Hencky’s model fits to our experimental data perfectly. 
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 Then using the AFM results, we calculated the E2D of the devices by using 

the equation (2.25) and plotted it against the pressure difference between pressure 

inside the cavity and atmospheric pressure. By looking the Figure 4.4. the average 

E2D is equal to 147 N/m which is within the same range of previously found value92.  

  

Figure 4.3. AFM cross section corresponding 
pressure charge. We plotted Hencky’s model which 
is in agreement with our experimental data. 
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 Next, we determined the work of separation, using the AFM results and free 

energy formula which is described in Chapter 2. Only one of our devices has shown 

the delamination. If we look the Figure 4.5., we can conclude that the separation 

energy is higher at graphite surface where MoS2 layers were located on the SiOx 

a) 

 

a) 

 

a) 

 

a) 
b) 

 

b) 

 

b) 

 

b) 

Figure 4.4. a) Plot for calculating E2D for CVD monolayer and trilayer MoS2 
devices (data fitted linearly (dashed lines)) b) We compiled all devices we 
measured. In legend, it is specified for each device how they were exposed 
with corresponding gas written nearby with encoded recipes. (For example; 
Ar Exp (335) = Argon exposed with 300mW power, 300sccm and 5min). 
Experimental result indicates that we obtained monolayer MoS2. 

Trilayer 

Monolayer 
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substrate. From calculation of separation energy is equal or greater than 320 

mJ/m2. Values on the blue box which the devices are located on the SiOx substrate 

show agreement with study of Lloyd et al.106  
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Figure 4.5. a) 6 devices outside the blue box are on the graphite hole. Only 
one of them showed delamination during experiment. On the other hand, 
the measured areas have the same separation energy. The devices in 
blue box are located on the SiOx which are in agreement with previous 
study. b) Plot of the deflection of the delaminated device.  
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We also wanted to find the critical pressure which we were expecting to see 

starting of the delamination for corresponding separation energy. Figure 4.7. 

clearly shows the devices not following the local minima in the free energy. Our 

devices have pinned at same radius in which it originally started except one. This 

means that we have higher separation energy than measured one. 
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Figure 4.7. The free energy landscape. Black dashed line indicates the edge of the 
hole. Red squares the local minima for corresponding charging pressure.  
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Figure 4.6. a) and b) are the optical images of the devices. White circles 
indicate the area where we did measurement. Arrows show the 
delamination. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

 In this chapter, we created graphite holes, then we transferred MoS2 on to 

these holes. To be able to measure work of separation, we put them into the 

pressure chamber to introduce pressure difference between the cavity and the 

external pressure which is atmospheric pressure. Every pressure charging, we 

measured the deflection and radius by using AFM. Only the one device showed 

delamination within the 6 device. By means of thermodynamic model, we 

calculated the separation energy is great or equal to 320mJ/m2, which is higher 

than MoS2 on the SiOx. However, further works are needed to be sure whether 

there is a delamination occurrence at higher pressures. With this experiment we 

can conclude that the difference in separation energy between the 2D materials 

affects the performance of nanomechanical heterostructural devices93. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Summary 

 This thesis explored mechanical properties of the 2D vdW heterostructural 

materials and work of separation. Chapter 1-2 included an overview of the basic 

concepts and the theoretical explanations and the experimental results presented 

in chapter 3-4. Chapter 1 began by introducing the intrinsic properties of the 

graphene and graphite and continued with MoS2 as well as explaining the Raman 

spectroscopy and AFM measurement. Chapter 2 provided an introduction to the 

theory which we utilized to compare our experimental results.  

 The experimental section started in Chapter 3. We created MoS2/graphene 

bilayer and transferred it on to the SiOx wells. Then by changing the pressure inside 

the cavity, we calculated the strain changes by using results obtained from AFM 

measurements against PL shifts obtained from Raman microscopy. These 

experiments demonstrated that there is mismatch between values of the strains 

which we attributed this to feature of the graphene. Because CVD growth 

monolayer graphene shows crumpling. This phenomenon also leads to decrease 

the stiffness of the bilayer heterostructure.   

 In chapter 4, we fabricated graphite holes to measure the separation energy 

to compare with the previous studies. For this purpose, we etched holes ~5μm 

holes through the graphite flake which were exfoliated onto the SiOx substrate. 

Then MoS2 transferred on to wells. The same approach also followed in here. We 

placed 6 devices into pressure chambers to cause them bulge up to measure 
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deflection and radii. From the experimental results, we found that the separation 

energy is higher than MoS2 on the SiOx wells. Even at the very high pressures 

(~2700 kPa) MoS2 layers on the graphite wells stayed pinned to same diameter 

where they originally started.  

5.2 Future Outlook 

 There are still many new and interesting problems related to interaction 

between 2D heterostructure. We grew atomically thin membranes by CVD method 

that are highly impermeable to gases and can withstand large pressure 

differences. However, the presence of various defects has great effect on the 

mechanical properties of 2D materials. We should also study and carry out further 

experiments to understand the interplaying properties of the 2D heterostructure in 

addition to the van der Waals interaction. Moreover, the effects of surface 

roughness and capillary bridging effects are the other factors that are need to be 

studied.  

 As it was shown in Chapter 4, the adhesive forces are important to shape 

the mechanical behavior of atomically thin materials. The blister and the other 

adhesion experiments need to be done with other 2D materials such as h-BN, 

WSe2 etc.  Toward to explaining the separation energy between the various 2D 

heterostructure, our experiment gives the promising results. There are also 

unanswered questions still exist. For example, performing the blister test on 

rectangular or square membrane could lead different results which has never been 

tried yet. Also studying how the heterostructural layers slide with respect to each 
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other is another vital point that needs to be touched by researchers to contribute 

to understanding of the interplay between the layers more clearly. 

 With finding the new methods of fabricating the heterostructures along with 

the transferring methods will increase the quality of the devices. Providing good 

quality of material all over the device for large scale is still main challenge. With 

the advent of the new methods, we could comprehend the fundamental factors 

ruling behind heterostructures more precisely. There are also other issues about 

controlling defects, and understanding the effect of the substrates that need to be 

addressed. 

 2D heterostructures open a new research field and with the advancing in 

this field we would have novel devices with desired properties. Predictably, the 

further progresses in 2D material growth, heterostructure device fabrication, more 

precise band gap alignments, and defining the other interplaying forces would ease 

to have higher quality devices and lead us set up more practical applications in 

near future. 
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